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Abstract

The Maastricht convergence criteria of the Economic and Monetary Union of
Europe stipulate that the public debt of a member country may be at most 60
per cent, and the fiscal deficit at most 3 per cent of the GNP, which has led
member governments to contract their expenditures. A simple two-country flow
equilibrium model demonstrates that if the central banks target the intere s t
rate, the contraction is likely to increase the public debt ratio in many member
countries. A contraction by one country unambiguously increases the debt ratio
of the other. If the foreign central bank targets the money supply, the contrac -
tion is less likely to increase the ratio. The ratio can also be lowered with mon -
etary policy, and the appropriate policy is expansion in both regimes. Simula -
tion with an econometric model shows that, with interest rate targeting, fiscal
contraction increases the debt ratios of 3 out of 14 EU countries if the country
contracts alone. If all the member countries contract simultaneously with
money supply targeting by Germany, the ratios of 7 countries increase. These
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effects persist for four to eleven quarters, whereafter the ratios begin to decline
in all the countries except Belgium. 

JEL Classifications: E62, H63
Key word s: Public Debt Ratio, Fiscal Correction, Maastricht Converg e n c e

C r i t eria

1. Introduction

The Maastricht convergence criteria for the Economic and Monetary
Union of the European Union stipulate that a member country’s public debt
as of the end of 1997 may be at most 60 per cent, and its public sector deficit
at most 3 per cent of its GNP. As a result, member governments have cut
their spending. However, as will be shown below, in a standard two-country
model, fiscal contraction is likely to increase the public debt ratio in many
member countries if the central banks target the interest rate. Such an
effect is more likely, the greater the country’s initial debt ratio and its mar-
ginal propensity to spend, and the lower its marginal propensity to import.
An increase is somewhat less likely if the contraction is brought about by
raising taxes or cutting transfer payments, rather than government con-
sumption or investment, if the marginal propensity to spend is smaller than
one, and somewhat more likely if it is greater than one. However, contrac-
tion by one country unambiguously increases the debt ratios of others. Both
ratios can be lowered with monetary policy, and the appropriate policy is
expansion in both regimes.

If the center country’s central bank targets the money supply, fiscal con-
traction of either kind is less likely to increase the debt ratio. If the interest
cost of public debt terms are dominated in the expressions, domestic fiscal
contraction increases the foreign ratio, and monetary expansion lowers
both the domestic and foreign ratios. In either case, it is likely to reduce the
deficit ratio. Simulation with the National Institute of Economic and Social
Research quarterly econometric model shows that, with interest rate target-
ing, fiscal contraction increases the debt ratios of 3 out of 14 EU countries if
each country contracts alone. If all the member countries contract simulta-
neously with money supply targeting by Germany, the ratios of 7 countries
increase.
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Recent work on the effects of fiscal contraction has relied on non-standard
explanations. Giavazzi and Pagano (1990), (1995) have studied its effects via
expectations, on private consumption expenditures. They suggest that life
cycle income can be a declining function of G as follows. A large and persis-
tent fiscal tightening lowers the expected future tax rate, increasing the
expected future disposable income. More o v e r, if the central bank targ e t s
the money supply, the tightening also reduces the market interest rate,
which causes negative crowding out and possibly a decline in the discount
factor of expected future income, thereby increasing its present value. (It
also depreciates the exchange rate, stimulating the open sector with the
same results.) The wealth effect may also be strengthened by a lower proba-
bility of the government inflating away or defaulting on an unsustainable
debt burden in the future. As a result, private consumption increases, which
they find to be the case in Denmark after the 1983-86 fiscal re f o rm. The
same holds for Ireland in 1987-89 but not in 1982-84. The authors infer that
with large and persistent changes in government consumption non-Keyne-
sian (or rather neo-Keynesian a la Modigliani) effects may dominate, where-
as with small and temporary ones the standard Keynesian effects are likely
to prevail. The latter is also supported by Karras (1994), who finds, based
on a sample of thirty countries, that in the aggregate, private and govern-
ment consumption are best described as complementary, the strength of
the relationship being negatively affected by the govern m e n t ’s size. Of
course, these papers have nothing to say about the change in output, let
alone the public debt ratio. (See also Bertola and Drazen (1993), and Blan-
chard (1990).)

Alesina and Perotti (1995a,b) argue that successful adjustments (in terms
of the debt ratio) rely mostly on major cuts in transfer programs and in gov-
e rnment wages and employment, whereas unsuccessful adjustments re l y
primarily on increases in taxes. They define a major adjustment as a reduc-
tion in the cyclically adjusted fiscal deficit of at least 1.5 per cent of the GNP
in any given year, and explain their results with political arguments (see
also Perotti (1995)). We shall return to this paper after showing our results.

In the following, the model is introduced in Section II. In Section III the
regime where the central banks target the interest rate is analyzed. In Sec-
tion IV, correspondingly, the case of money supply targeting by the foreign
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country is studied. In Section V, the propositions are tested by simulating
the NIESR quarterly econometric model.Section VI is a brief review of earli-
er studies, and Section VII the conclusion.

II. The Model

Examine the following simple model of two countries and the rest of the
world, where capital is perfectly mobile between the two countries, and the
home country’s central bank keeps its exchange rate at its ERM parity of
one. As to the time horizon, the Maastricht agreement was concluded in
1992, stipulating the convergence criteria as of the end of 1997, and govern-
ments got serious about the deficits a couple of years after the agreement.
We are therefore interested in the intermediate-run effects of policies, and
hence not in such long-run phenomena as the sustainability of the deficits
(which the governments were trying to cut anyway), nor do we need to con-
sider the intertemporal budget constraints of the private sectors. Most EU
countries (possible exceptions being Germany and the Netherlands) under-
took debt reductions smaller than “major” or “large” in the sense of Giavazzi
and Pagano, and Alesina and Perotti. More o v e r, having reached their tar-
gets at the end of 1997, they could be expected to reconsider their policy
choice with a binding constraint considerably relaxed. Thus the reductions
can hardly be characterized as persistent. We are thus in the conventional
Keynesian world, in which we can study the flow equilibrium effects of poli-
cies:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)F = L(Y
+
, i

−
)P

Y = E(YD
+

,r) + G + X − M(Y
+
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+
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

In Equation (1), the public debt ratio of the home government (d) equals
the public debt (D) divided by the nominal GDP (YP), where Y is the real
GDP and P the price level. Equation (2) is the intertemporal budget con-
straint of the government, stating that the change in the debt, including
h i g h - p o w e red money F, equals the interest expense on the public debt of
the previous period, where i is the nominal interest rate, plus nominal gov-
ernment expenditures (GP), minus its nominal tax receipts net of subsidies
(PT(Y)). The T is a function of Y.

Equation (3) is the equilibrium condition for the goods market, stating
that Y equals private expenditures (E(YD, r)) plus (G), plus exports (X)
minus imports (M(Y,PF/P)). The (E) is a function of disposable income YD,
and the real interest rate r. The (M) is a function of Y and the real exchange
rate, where PF is the price level of the foreign country, with the nominal
exchange rate at one. The signs below the arguments indicate the assumed
signs of the partials. In Equation (4), disposable income YD equals Y minus
net taxes (T). Equation (5) is the money market equation, stating that the
nominal money supply (F) equals the nominal demand for money, the
demand for real balances being a function of Y and i. In Equation (6), the
nominal interest rate equals the real interest rate plus the expected rate of

X = MF(YF, PF / P)

XF = M(Y, PF / P)

PF = PF(YF
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inflation E. Equation (7) is a semi-reduced form of the supply side: the actu-
al increase in the price level is a function of the deviation of Y f rom its
NAIRU level.

Equations (8) through (12) correspond to equations (3) through (7) for
the foreign countr y, they have the same structure, and foreign variables are
denoted by subscript F. Equations (13) and (14) state that the exports of
either country equal its market share on the other country’s import market
( o r ) times the imports of the other country. Repercussions from the
rest of the world are ignored. The initial price levels are set at one by an
appropriate choice of units.

Our European policy experiment of the early and middle ‘nineties was one
of fiscal contraction under high unemployment with downward rigidity of
wages and prices. In it, price level changes are not very important. In fact,
in the major countries in 1992-97, the annual rate of inflation stayed within
one percentage point from the mean, except for Germany, where the maxi-
mum deviation was 1.4 points (see International Monetary Fund, Intern a-
tional Financial Statistics Yearbook). We will therefore assume that inflation
expectations and actual inflation are constant at zero. Likewise, high-pow-
ered money has been a small fraction of government deficit finance so that
we will ignore it. We shall examine two basic cases. In one, the interest rate
is constant because the foreign central bank targets the interest rate, and in
the other the foreign central bank targets the money supply. 

III. Interest Rate Targeting by the Foreign Central Bank

The interest rate is unaffected by fiscal policy if the central bank uses it as
an intermediate target. Totally diff e rentiating Eqs. (1) through (14), and
substituting the diff e rentiated Equations (2) through (7) and (8) thro u g h
(12) into the diff e rentiated Equation (1) yields, treating ( ) ( ) a s
parameters for simplicity:

(15)

w h e re 1/[ (s(sF+ mF)+ m sF)+( 1 )m mF], or the union’s national≡kw (

)(Erdr + dG − EYYdt) + mF (ErFdrF + dGF − EYFYFdtF )]},

ddK = (1/ Y ) i{ D−1 + G + dG − T−1 −Ydt − kw (t + D / Y ) (sF + mF )([
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income multiplier. In the expression si 1 EY i( 1 ti), with ti the marg i n a l
tax rate, and mi the marginal propensity to import of country i. We obtain:

(16)

(17)

(18)

<  0 (19)

> 0 (20)

(21)

The expressions for the contracting country ’s own debt ratios are com-
posed of two components, which affect its debt ratio in opposite directions.
The direct effect of e.g. government expenditures increases the fiscal deficit
and the debt ratio and thus increases the ratio. However, the expenditures
also increase national income, which affects the debt ratio in the opposite
direction by increasing its denominator, and by reducing its numerator by
the increased tax receipts. The other country’s debt ratio is affected only by
the part of the income effect that leaks into that country’s income stream.

The derivative in Eq. (16) is positive, and a country can lower its public
debt ratio by contracting its Government expenditures if the absolute value
of the second term in the brackets is smaller than one. First take the special
case of a small open economy with no foreign repercussions (mF = 0). The
second term reduces to (t+D/Y), where 1/(s+m) is the home coun-
try’s national income multiplier. This multiplier has obtained values on both
sides of unity in EU countries (see NIESR (1996), and Barrell et al. (1995)).

The marginal tax rate, including employer’s social security contributions

≡kwk
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and the value-added tax has been well over 0.5 in all the EU countries
except France and the U.K. (see Table 1). In the multiplicand of the second
t e rm, (D / Y) is currently above the Maastricht target of 0.6 in all the EU
countries except France, Britain, Finland and Luxembourg, where it is 0.58,
0.53, 0.56, and 0.07, respectively (see Table 1). Therefore for a country with
D/Y at 0.6 or higher, the second term is likely to exceed unity if its multipli-
er is not much below unity. In such a case fiscal contraction increases the
public debt ratio, while of course lowering the absolute debt level. The rea-
son is that the contraction causes a decline in income. Therefore the denom-
inator of Eq. (1) declines. The decline in income also causes a decline in tax
receipts, which enter negatively in the numerator, thereby reducing the
e ffect of G on D. For the debt ratio not to increase, the numerator would
have to decline by more than (d) times the decline in the denominator.1

When foreign repercussions are allowed, the expression in (16) declines
[d ( d dK/ d G ) / d mF < 0], increasing the probability that the contraction
i n c reases the debt ratio. The reason is that the contraction contracts
i m p o r ts and thus the other country ’s exports. This contracts the other
c o u n t ry ’s income and imports, causing the home country ’s output to con-
tract furt h e r, thereby raising the debt ratio. Naturally, the expressions for
the foreign country are symmetrical with the ones displayed here.

Equation (17) expresses the effect of an increase in the tax rate. Its value
is Y times the negative of Eq. (16), except that the second term is multiplied
by the marginal propensity to spend out of disposable income EY. This para-
meter has obtained values somewhat below one, but it can exceed one if the
income change is expected to be permanent and the capacity utilization rate
is high (see e . g. Dornbusch and Fischer (1981) and Bischoff (1971a,b)).
C o n s e q u e n t l y, increases in taxes are somewhat more likely to lower the
debt ratio than are government spending cuts if EY is smaller than one, and
somewhat less likely if EY is greater than one. The reason for the discrepan-

1. However, fiscal contraction has an expansionary output effect under flexible exchange
rates with perfect capital mobility if the supply of labor is a function of the nominal
wage and the income elasticity of the demand for money exceeds one. See Ahtiala
(1989). European labor supply typically being a function of the real wage, this is not
likely to be a relevant mechanism here.
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cy to Eq. (16) is of course that while government expenditures affect both
total demand and the deficit dollar for dollar, the initial effect of taxes on 
total demand is EY times the change in taxes, but dollar for dollar on the
deficit.

The effect of transfer payments is ( 1 / Y) times the expression in Eq.
(17) so that the same comments apply. The initial demand effect of transfer
payments is also EY times the transfer, but dollar for dollar on the deficit.

The reader can verify that the partials of ddK/dG and ddK/dt with respect
to EY, D/Y, sF, mF, and are negative and with respect to m positive, while
those with respect to t are positive if EY(1+D/Y) 1 m is positive. Thus for
example, the greater EY, , and D/Y, ceteris paribus, the more likely spend-
ing cuts are to increase the debt ratio.

Eqs. (19) and (20) express the effects of foreign government spending
and taxes, respectively, on the domestic debt ratio. The former expression is
negative and the latter positive. Thus foreign fiscal contraction increases the
domestic debt ratio. The reason for this negative externality is of course the
income and import contraction in the foreign country, which lowers the
national income and tax receipts in the home country. Thus the effect of
joint contraction by the home and foreign countries in Eq. (21) is more like-
ly to increase the debt ratio than if the country contracted alone.

Finally, Equation (18) expresses the effect of monetary policy. It is posi-
tive. Thus if monetary policy were to be used to meet the Maastricht crite-
ria, the appropriate policy would be expansion. This would stimulate output
and lower the interest expenses on public debt in both countries, both of
which would lower the debt ratio.

It is worth noting that the expressions for the change in the fiscal deficit
ratio are the same as in Eqs. (16) through (21), except that the ratio D/Y is
replaced by A/Y, where A is the fiscal deficit. Thus expenditure contraction
reduces the public sector deficit ratio if [A/Y+t](sF+mF) < 1, a tax increase
or a transfer reduction reducing it if EY[A/Y+t](sF+mF) < 1. Since A/Y has
been in the single digits, the Maastricht criterion being 0.03 (see Table 1),
fiscal contraction is much more likely to lower the public deficit ratio than
the public debt ratio. In that case, when ddK/dG is negative, fiscal contrac-
tion affects D/Y and A/Y in opposite directions so that both ratios cannot be
lowered by fiscal policy alone.

kw (
kw (
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IV. Money Supply Targeting by the Foreign Central Bank

Next consider the case where the foreign country is the leader and targets
the money supply, while perfect capital mobility keeps the interest rates on
the foreign level in both countries, the home country’s central bank main-
taining the exchange rate at its ERM parity. This could be dubbed a stylized
simplification of the ERM world, when Germany is of course the fore i g n
country (see Barrell et al. (1995), and Mishkin and Posen (1997)).
The change in the interest rate is obtained from Eq. (10): (dr = )drF = (dFF

LYFdYF)/LrF. We obtain:

(22)

where

We have:

(23)

(24)
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(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

A contraction of government spending now causes the interest rate to fall,
which causes two kinds of changes in the results, negative crowding out
and a decline in the interest cost of government debt. The cro w d i n g - o u t
t e rm in the denominator of the union multiplier makes this multiplier
smaller than with interest rate targeting so that the income change is small-
er for a given change in total demand. This reduces the decline of the
denominator of the debt ratio, and of the negative tax term in the numera-
tor, thereby making the ratio smaller. The decline in the interest rate also
directly reduces the interest cost of public debt proportionally to D-1, which
also reduces the debt ratio. Thus in general, fiscal contraction is more likely
to lower the debt ratio than with interest rate targeting. More o v e r, if the
interest cost of public debt terms are dominated in the expressions, domes-

ku
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tic fiscal contraction raises the foreign ratio (Eq. (27)), and monetary expan-
sion lowers both the domestic and the foreign ratio (Eqs. (26) and (30)).
The signs of the rest of the derivatives depend on the parameter values.

Since we have analyzed the different expressions in the interest rate tar-
geting case, a sample highlighting the diff e rences suffices here. Equation
(23) expresses the effect of domestic government expenditures on its debt
ratio. An increase in G constitutes an addition to public debt. It also increas-
es YF, causing rF and thus r to rise, which increases the interest cost of the
public debt. Both these factors increase d. The G also increases domestic
income, increasing both tax receipts and the denominator of D/Y directly,
as well as through YF. The YF again affects Y via foreign imports and crowd-
ing out, the two effects running in opposite directions. The derivative thus
has an ambiguous sign so that fiscal contraction can affect the debt ratio in
either direction in the general case.

To summarize, if the countries’ central banks target the interest rate, or if
a country is so small relative to the “center” that its policy actions have a
negligible effect on the interest rate, it is possible that fiscal contraction
increases, rather than reduces its debt ratio, the more so, the larger its ini-
tial debt ratio and marginal propensity to spend, and the smaller its margin-
al propensity to import. The possible increase is greater with a contraction
of government expenditures than with a rise in taxes or a cut in transfer pro-
grams if the marginal propensity to spend is less than one, and smaller if it
is greater than one. Fiscal contraction in a country increases the debt ratio
of the other country, which thus amounts to a negative externality on the
country’s trading partners. Thus the debt ratio is more likely to increase if
all the EU countries contract simultaneously. However, monetary expansion
lowers the debt ratio.

If the other country targets the money supply rather than the interest rate,
the income change and the interest cost on the debt are reduced, and fiscal
contraction is in general less likely to increase the debt ratio. If the interest
cost terms of public debt are dominated in the expressions, domestic fiscal
contraction raises the foreign debt ratio and monetary expansion lowers
both the domestic and the foreign ratio. All in all, the critical variables of the
EU countries are such that one would expect several countries to have
increased their public debt ratio by fiscal contraction. How this prediction
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fares empirically will be discussed next.

V. A Test

We shall test the effects of fiscal contraction on output and the debt ratio
with the National Institute Global Econometric Model (NIGEM), which has
been used in simulations for the European Commission. It is fairly elabo-
rate, covering the large countries with large models of 60-90 equations each,
with around 20 behavioral equations per country and appropriate linkages
between flows and stocks and between countries (see NIESR (1996)). The
models of smaller countries are smaller. In this Mundell-Fleming-type quar-
terly model, policies have the conventional effects, e.g. fiscal contraction
contracting output in the short-to-intermediate run, whereas in the long run
the effect is much smaller mainly due to the interest rate and price and
wage declines that the contraction causes (see Barrell et al. (1995,1997)).

We shall simulate the model for four years with 1995:Q1 as initial condi-
tions, imposing adaptive expectations (because the model does not have sta-
tic expectations as an option), and comparing the resulting changes in the
public debt ratio with a control run. Two sets of tests are carried out, each
consisting of a reduction in government consumption expenditures, or an
increase in income taxes, by one percent of the GNP. The first set of tests is
one of a small open economy: in each experiment a member country con-
tracts fiscally in the absence of foreign repercussions. The domestic central
bank - or capital flows - fixes the interest rate in one experiment (dr = 0 in
Table 1). In the other, the central bank targets the monetary base (dF = 0).

In the second set of experiments, an “ERM economy” is studied: all the
member countries contract simultaneously by one percent of the GNP in
each of the two ways, their monetary authorities keeping the Deutschmark
exchange rates at their ERM parities, while the Bundesbank targets the
G e rman domestic monetary base. The central banks of the outside world
t a rget the interest rate. In the Table this is called “simultaneous contrac-
tion”.

As a background observation, it is worth pointing out that in practically all
the cases the contraction leads to a decline in output. (The outstanding
exception is Greece after the sixth quarter in simultaneous contraction,
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where output begins to increase.) The output responses are smaller when
the central bank targets the monetary base rather than the interest rate, as
well as with an increase in taxes rather than a contraction in govern m e n t
consumption, all in line with our theoretical results. In the long run, the out-
put effect declines mainly due to the price, wage and interest rate declines
caused by the contraction. These responses are not reported separately in
Table 1.

The results on the debt ratio are summarized in Table 1, where a minus
sign means that the debt ratio declines in response to fiscal contraction, a
plus sign meaning that the debt ratio increases. 

The theoretical predictions are on the whole quite well borne out by the
experiments. Specifically, in general, tax increases lead to greater declines
in the debt ratios than do government consumption contractions of the
same size. In the light of our model, this is associated with the fact that an
increase in taxes lowers income by less than an equal contraction in spend-
ing if EY is smaller than one.

I n c reases in income taxes lead to a decline in the debt ratio in all the
cases, with the partial exception of Italy in simultaneous contraction, where
this response follows up to the ninth quart e r, whereafter the debt ratio
starts increasing.

If the central banks target the monetary base in individual contraction, a
decline in government consumption and an increase in taxes lead to a
decline in the debt ratio in all the cases, except Italy with a contraction in
government consumption.

The most interesting cases are those in the first and third columns, since
of the EU countries mainly only U.K. and Germany have been targ e t i n g
their monetary bases (see Mishkin and Posen (1997)). In the first column, a
decline in an individual country ’s government consumption leads to an
increase in the debt ratio in Denmark, Finland and Italy. As proposed in con-
nection with the analysis of Equations (16) and (17) above, a cut in govern-
ment expenditures is more likely to lead to an increase in d, ceteris paribus,
in countries with a high D/Y and EY, and a low m. It is easy to see why the
high-debt Italy and Denmark are in this category. However, the high-debt
Belgium and the Netherlands have a negative -ddK/dG. This is at least partly
associated with the fact that these countries have a high m. (The values of
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these parameters are displayed in the Table for easy reference.)
The d remains on a higher level for only 5-7 quarters. There a f t e r, the

e ffects of the price decline begin to dominate: it stimulates the economy
through real exchange rate depreciation and the wealth effect, which also
begins to lower the debt ratio. This standard property of macro models can
be expected to hold under “normal” conditions starting from equilibrium.
The initial conditions in the mid-nineties were a period of very low inflation
and high unemployment in Europe - hardly a long run equilibrium. The for-
mer makes one rather skeptical about the downward flexibility of prices,
which would require price declines, rather than slowdowns of price increas-
es, in many cases. The latter condition arouses doubts about the upward
flexibility, which can be expected to be greater than the downward flexibili-
ty, however. If this conjecture is correct, one would expect the effects on the
debt ratio to persist longer than the model predicts.

In simultaneous contraction, the debt ratio increases also in Austria, Bel-
gium, Germany, Portugal, and Spain in addition to Denmark and Italy, or in
half of the countries. Thus for the new countries, Eq. (16), without foreign
repercussions (mF = 0), is positive and Eq. (25) negative. A necessary condi-
tion for this is: mF > (LFY/LFr)[Er (s+m)D-1/(t+D/Y)]. Thus, in contract-
ing, a country imposes a negative externality on its trading part n e r s
t h rough imports, which lowers their outputs and raises their debt ratios
(left hand side of the inequality). In the presence of German monetary base
targeting, this effect is partly counteracted by negative crowding out and by
the interest cost on the debt due to a decline in the interest rate (right hand
side above). The smaller the country, the smaller its market share ( on its
union partners’ markets), and the more likely the crowding out and interest
cost terms are to dominate, hence making Eq. (25) larger than Eq. (16).

Denmark’s debt ratio increases more and longer with a fixed interest rate
than with joint contraction so that the reverse inequality holds, although
both derivatives are negative. Denmark’s output declines quickly to stay on
roughly the same lower level in the fixed interest rate case, whereas in the
joint contraction case it initially declines by more, to rise slowly thereafter.
The income changes are roughly equal in the two cases during the thir-
teenth quarter.

A more extreme case is Finland, whose debt ratio declines in simultane-
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ous contraction, while increasing in individual contraction. Thus the reverse
inequality holds and the interest cost and crowding out terms appear to
dominate the import effect( mF) from other countries in Eq. (25). Indeed,
during the period during which the NIGEM model was estimated the corre-
lation coefficient of Finland’s industrial output with those of Germany and
France were 0.09, and 0.36, re s p e c t i v e l y. The former is not statistically
significantly different from zero, however (see Sverige och EMU, Table 5.2).
This appears to be associated with the large share of Soviet trade up till the
late eighties, whose fluctuations were often politically motivated. 

The positive effects on the debt ratio of Austria, Denmark, Germany, and
Portugal last for only a year, whereas those of Belgium, Italy, and Spain last
for eight quarters or more. If the reservations expressed above about the
price effects are correct, the positive effects can be expected to last longer.
Then these countries would do well to try to persuade the other member
countries to expand in concert instead of contraction.

VI. Earlier Studies

Of earlier studies, Giavazzi and Pagano (1990,1995) study private con-
sumption expenditures. Since most fiscal corrections in response to the
Maastricht treaty have been relatively small, one would expect the standard
results to hold most of the time, and private consumption to decline in
response to a cut in government consumption, as suggested in the Introduc-
tion. As to the Alesina - Perotti (1995a, b) hypothesis, this skillfully and
imaginatively executed study is in agreement with our result in that taxes
sometimes have a weaker effect on the debt ratio than do government con-
sumption expenditures, whereas we find that transfer payments also have a
weaker effect whenever taxes do. While theoretically plausible, the latter
studies ignore both the monetary policy regime and all the other changes in
the economy caused by the contraction. Not only are government expendi-
tures and tax receipts a function of income (as pointed out by Giavazzi in his
discussion of the paper), but income is also a function of taxes, government
e x p e n d i t u res and other variables. There f o re the Alesina - Perotti observ a-
tion that fiscal correction is likely to be more successful if the economy is
growing rapidly (i.e. E or X is rising) may be a more important explanation
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for the success of the correction than are compositional factors. Likewise,
fiscal correction may be part of a change in the policy mix, the other part
being monetary relaxation. Finally, fiscal re f o rm may be accompanied by
devaluation or depreciation, which also increases X and lowers M, lowering
the debt ratio, as can be verified by straightforward steps. This appears to
be at least part of the explanation for the Danish experience.

VII. Concluding Comments

We have developed a simple two-country model of the effects of fiscal con-
traction on the public debt ratio. It was shown that the direction of the effect
of fiscal contraction on the public debt ratio depends on the countries’
macroeconomic structure and monetary policy regime. If central banks tar-
get the interest rate, fiscal contraction is likely to increase, rather than
lower, the ratio in several EU member countries. Then the appropriate fiscal
policy for lowering the debt ratio would be expansion. An increase in the
ratio is somewhat less likely if the contraction is brought about by an
increase in taxes or a decrease in transfer payments rather than by govern-
ment consumption or investment, if the marginal propensity to spend is less
than unity, and somewhat more likely if it is more than unity. However, con-
traction by a country unambiguously increases the debt ratios of others. 

Contraction is less likely to increase the debt ratio if the “center country’s”
central bank targets the money supply, unless the countries contract togeth-
er. However, contraction is likely to lower the deficit ratio in both regimes.
Monetary policy can also be used to lower these ratios, and the appropriate
policy is expansion in the interest rate targeting case. The same holds in the
case of monetary base targeting if the interest cost terms of public debt are
dominated in the expressions.

Simulation of the econometric model of the National Institute of Economic
and Social Research suggests that with interest rate targeting, contraction
i n c reases the debt ratios of 3 out of 14 countries when each country con-
tracts alone without foreign repercussions. If all the member countries con-
tract simultaneously with money supply targeting by Germany, the ratios of
7 countries increase. However, these effects persist for four to eleven quar-
ters, whereafter the ratios begin to decrease in all the countries except Bel-
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gium, due to the price and wage declines of the model. We expressed reser-
vations about the relevance of the price-wage mechanism for the EU in the
early-to-mid nineties, however. If this conjecture is correct, the policy effects
can be expected to last longer.

It is seen that several EU countries have pursued the Maastricht public
debt criterion with a policy that not only has been costly in terms of lost out-
put and employment but has moved the countries away from the debt tar-
get. In so doing, the countries have also imposed a negative externality on
each other by causing their imports from their EU partners to decline,
which has increased the partners’ debt and deficit ratios. Yet they would
have had a much less costly instrument available in coordinated monetary
expansion, which would have helped solve both the unemployment and the
debt problems.2

Why then have the debt ratios of several EU countries recently been
declining in spite of often counterproductive fiscal policies? In the light of
this paper’s results the answer is indeed easier national monetary policies,
which became possible thanks to the collapse of the Exchange Rate Mecha-
nism in 1992. This freed central banks from defending the exchange rate
parities, and thereby from following tight Bundesbank policy after the sup-
ply shock from German unification, which pushed the German money mar-
ket rate to 9.4 per cent in 1992 (see IMF (1996a)). The subsequent relax-
ation by the Bundesbank lowered the money market rate to 3.3 per cent at
the end of 1996 and made further relaxation possible, member countries
transmitting positive growth impulses to each other through imports.

2. The Maastricht agreement assigns the n member countries the task of achieving n fis-
cal deficits and n-1 exchange rates in addition to the requirements on the inflation rate
and the long-term interest rate relative to to the mean of the best three countries,
which normally calls for more than the 2n instruments of fiscal and monetary policies.
Accordingly, countries have used gimmicks of creative accounting and labor market
reforms. Naturally, they still find their conventional targets important.
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